The supplementary Singaporean Notices to Mariners contains corrective information affecting charts published by the Hydrographic Division, Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore. The information contained in these Notices should be updated on the charts affected.
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**TEMPORARY AND PRELIMINARY NOTICES**

*(NM 61T/2020)*

**REPORTED DEPTH IN THE SINGAPORE STRAIT (MAIN STRAIT)**

**Description**
A depth of 29·4m has been reported at position 1°10·431'N 103°39·319'E.

**Remark**
Mariners are advised to navigate with caution.

**Charts affected**
- Singaporean GSP1/SP1, 202, 500, 501
- Dual Badged BA4031, BA4039, and BA4040

**ENC affected**
- SG5C4031

Source: Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
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